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ABOUT
Rebecca Reid is a Yorkshire-based holistic singing teacher helping adults build an effective

and healthy singing technique in opera, classical, and musical theatre, so they can sing with

ease and confidence.
 

Rebecca went from struggling with her own voice to developing a teaching style that helps

adults reach their full vocal potential even whilst juggling busy work and family

commitments.
 

When not teaching, you’ll find Rebecca snuggled on the sofa with a cup of Yorkshire tea,

listening to Pavarotti, and reading historical fiction novel.

- Adi Ginat -

“Rebecca is a fantastic teacher. Her professional and friendly approach has helped me

improve my singing ability and confidence. I have enjoyed my lessons so far and not

only learning the technique but also the importance of getting it right. I would

highly recommend lessons with Rebecca.”

“Rebecca is a wonderful teacher. Her holistic approach to teaching and singing really

aligns with my own values. I know that with Rebecca I am building solid foundations

and safe technique, which will be massively beneficial to me in the short and long

term. She has been really supportive and accommodating so far, in spite of various

different hurdles I have had in my learning recently. I was also immediately at ease -

this is important to me as I can be very anxious singing in front of others! I would

highly recommend lessons with Rebecca to anyone, and can’t wait to see where mine

take me!”

“Rebecca is an intuitive and empathetic teacher who gently coaxes you along with

appropriate challenge, encouragement, and support”

- Amy Clarkson -

- Andrea Clarkson -
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